ABSTRACT: Since about 70 percent of the territory is mountainous, more tunnels are constructed in Korea for maximizing the development efficiency. With the increasing number of tunnel construction, safe construction in tunnels has been emerged as the utmost important subject. Recently, the number of long tunnel construction is steeply increased because of the request for high speed and straight road. In this study, a safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks in long tunnels is proposed, and then applied to the long tunnel based on real discontinuity information observed in situ. It is possible to detect key blocks all along the tunnel exactly by using the numerical analysis program developed for the safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks. This computer simulation method with user-friendly interfaces can calculate not only the stability of rock blocks but also the design of supplementary supports.
Introduction
Since about 70 percent of the territory is mountainous, more tunnels are constructed in Korea for maximizing the development efficiency. With the increasing number of tunnel construction, safe and quick construction in tunnels has been emerged as the utmost important subject (Hwang, 2003; . Recently, the number of long tunnel construction is steeply increased because of the request for high speed and straight road. A large sectional tunnelling method using TBM is expected to be popular as domestic demand of long tunnel gets growing.
The properties of rock masses are important factors relevant to the construction of tunnels (Ohnishi, 1999; . In discontinuous rock masses, rock blocks which have a variety of shaped and sizes are formed geometrically along discontinuities (Ohnishi, 2002; Hwang et al., 2003c) . When the rock mass is excavated, the new shape of block appears on the excavated surface. The block theory was suggested by Goodman and Shi (1985) . The thrust of the block theory is to produce techniques to specify the critical discontinuity blocks intersecting excavation. Excavations in discontinuous rock masses are frequently affected by key blocks (Ohnishi et al., 1985) . The key block analysis is extremely helpful in studying the design of excavation and support requirements. This paper describes the safe tunneling method and development of a computer simulation method with user-friendly interfaces to apply the key block analysis on actual sites to investigate the stability of tunnels based on the behaviors of discontinuous rock masses and to design supplementary supports when detected blocks are unstable. A safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks is proposed, then applied to the long tunnel based on real discontinuity information observed in situ.
Safe Tunneling Method
Knowledge of the properties of rock masses is needed to predict the stability of the tunnel during 
Development of Stability Analysis Program Using Key Block Theory
When the rock mass is excavated, the new shape of block appears on the excavated surface. As for the assessment of the rock structure induced failures, the so-called block theory was suggested by Goodman and Shi (1985) . The thrust of the block theory is to provide a technique to specify the critical discontinuity blocks intersecting an excavation. The block theory is concerned with the three-dimensional configuration of rock blocks as determined by the discontinuity geometry, and how the removability and stability of these blocks are affected by excavation. ③ The result of key block analysis can be acquired in a short time for the daily management.
④ It is possible to eliminate and/or revise the data of discontinuities easily.
The program has been developed considering the above-mentioned items. The contents of the developed key block analytic procedure were described in the following.
1) Input data of tunnel shape
The plan view and a cross-section view of a tunnel are inputted. An example of the cross-sectional view of the tunnel inputted the program is in Fig. 3 . 
2) Discontinuity data input
A position, strike, dip etc. are inputted (Fig. 4) . 
4) Stability analysis
A stable evaluation for reinforcement execution of unstable blocks is performed.
5) Design of additional support
The most suitable position, number and length of rock bolts are calculated to anchor the rock mass outside of the key blocks and to maintain the stability (Fig. 6) . 
Flow of the application to the long tunnel
In the excavation of the long tunnel, a pilot tunnel 
Detection of key blocks
At the first stage, 38 key blocks were detected in total all along the tunnel. According to the above-mentioned method, seven key blocks were judged to be very unstable because they could not be supported by standard supports. Fig. 9 shows positions of these seven key blocks. Almost all of these seven key blocks have a slender wedge shape in the up-down direction because vertical rock discontinuities are dominant in the site. Table 1 . Seven key blocks according to the safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks blocks to the rock mass and to maintain the stability.
Verification of the Effectiveness of Supplementary Support
One rock discontinuity of key block No. A rock block of 5m in height fell along a rock discontinuity of the key block. The rock block above the tunnel was supported and fixed by skin friction type of rock bolts. According to the safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks, supplementary supports were installed to these seven key blocks from inside of the pilot tunnel before enlargement by NATM (Table 1) .
Conclusions
This study has proposed the safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks in long tunnels. Then the application of the safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks to the long tunnel with a large cross-section is described. The long tunnel is the first site that this method was applied based on actual rock discontinuity information observed in the field. The long tunnel is under enlargement by NATM applying key block analysis. A user-friendly stability analysis software was developed and its application was introduced.
It was possible to exactly detect key blocks on tunnel surface by using the numerical analysis program developed for the safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks in long tunnels.
At the long tunnel, seven key blocks which could not supported by standard support were detected.
Supplementary supports were installed to these seven key blocks before enlargement by NATM.
The effectiveness of the proposed safe tunneling method using numerical modeling of rock blocks has been verified by the confirmation of the predicted key block during the enlargement excavation.
